An advanced mass spectrometer does in an hour what would
otherwise take two days.
Milou Santbergen, who got a PhD
in Organic Chemistry on 17 November, discovered this when using an
‘organ on a chip’, a kind of model
of the organ. ‘For example, you can
simulate the flow of food through an
intestine,’ says Santbergen.
Santbergen combined an intestine
on a chip with an advanced mass
spectrometer, a device that identifies compounds based on their
mass. This lets her analyse online
how certain
nutrients,
‘One aim is to
medicines or
toxins move
replace animal
through the
testing in the
intestinal wall.
future’
‘The advantage is that
this is fully automated. You can
start up the machine, then go off
and have a cup of coffee. It’s much
less labour-intensive and there is
no risk of human error. You can also
collect data much more quickly, and
because you’re measuring in real
time, you can detect unstable compounds that might otherwise already
have broken down.’
One aim of such ‘organs on chips’
is to replace animal testing in the
future. Santbergen: ‘We have now
tried out an intestinal model but the
principle works equally well for a
model of the skin or liver. So there
are many possible applications.’ tl

Soil life is no different when cisgenic potatoes are used compared with potatoes bred in the traditional way, shows a study
by researchers in Germany, Ireland and Wageningen.
The focus of the research was on resistance to the potato disease Phytophthora. The researchers planted two potato
varieties in trial fields in Ireland and the
Netherlands. One potato variety had a
cisgenic version, in which a resistance
gene from a wild potato plant had been
introduced using genetic modification,

The variation was
due to environmental
factors, not the breeding
technique
and a classically bred version without
the resistance gene. The second potato
variety had resistance genes obtained
using cross-breeding and selection. The
renowned Thünen Institute in Germany assessed the soil life. Biologists are
learning more and more about the interaction between plants and soil bacteria
and fungi; they have found that biological
communities develop around plants. The
German institute compared the DNA of
the bacteria and fungi around the cisgenic potatoes with that from around

Wageningen researchers in the trial field.

the potatoes bred using the classical
approach. They found no significant
differences.
The researchers did find considerable
variation in the bacterial and fungal
communities but this was due to environmental factors such as the soil type
and weather conditions, not the breeding
technique. The researchers published
the results this month in Frontiers in Bioengineering and Biotechnology.
GMO
Agronomist Bert Lotz from WUR, who
was involved in the study, says it confirms previous research that showed
genetic modification with genes from the
same species does not have any environmental effects. The study is timely,
says Lotz, as the EU is currently considering whether new breeding techniques
such as cisgenesis should remain subject to the strict GMO authorization criteria that date from 2001. ‘Research from
the past few years shows you should
base the risk analysis on the property in
the plant that you have changed, not the
technique you used.’ as
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